Lathe machine diagram with parts

A Lathe Machine is a machine tool that consists of eight basic key parts. Every single one of
these key lathe machine parts serves a very important function that allows you to use a lathe
machine for your desired purpose. The eight primary parts that make up a lathe machine
include: the bed the base , the headstock for rotating the spindle , the tailstock for securing
your tool bit , the carriage your guide , the cross slide for moving your tool bit back and forth ,
the saddle which supports cross slide movements , the apron the gears and clutches , and the
legs for elevating your lathe machine. Moreover, we will dive into greater detail on the parts of a
lathe machine that just about every lathe machine relies. By the time you are finished reading
this guide, you will know all about what a lathe machine is and what it offers you. A lathe
machine is a machine tool that serves one very basic, but very broad, purpose: rotating a
workpiece all around a fixed axis that holds a tool bit. Rotating a workpiece around a fixed axis
that contains a tool bit allows for a number of different functions to be performed. Some of
these functions include drilling, cutting, sanding, and knurling. Due to the tool being completely
stationary, every function is performed with precision and accuracy. For the most part, lathe
machines are quite simple. It is this simplicity that has made lathe machines so useful and so
valued. Today, as a result of the ease and precision that they allow for, lathe machines are used
to make a plethora of different objects. Bowls, candlesticks, table legs, and screws are just
some of the many objects that a lathe machine can be â€” and is â€” used to make. There are,
generally speaking, eight different lathe machine parts that almost every lathe machine relies
on. All of these parts are integral, because they allow a lathe machine to hold and shape a
workpiece with the accuracy and precision that a lathe machine must deliver. Many lathe
machines contain more than the parts described below. Some of them lack a few of the key
parts that other lathe machines rely on. Due to lathe machines being used in so many different
industries, some lathe machines are quite different from one another. Be that as it may, though,
the eight parts outlined below are extremely common and integral to the functioning of most
lathe machines. Just about every lathe machine relies on a bed. A bed is a long structure that,
for most lathe machines, looks a lot like a beam. All of the other lathe machine parts that your
lathe machine relies on are mounted to the structure and supported by the bed. To ensure that
every part your lathe machine relies on is sturdy and secure, lathe machine beds are
exceptionally durable. They can withstand a tremendous amount of wear and tear, which allows
your lathe machine to last for a long time without any issues. This same durability is often
found in the mounting, as well, which keeps every part of your lathe machine sturdy and stable.
Most lathe machines rely on a bed, except for woodworking lathe machines. A standard
woodworking lathe machine uses a swiveling drive head, rather than a bed. Most lathe machine
beds are quite large. The large size can make rotating a bowl â€” or any other wooden object
â€” much more of a challenge than it needs to be. Right at the front of every lathe machine bed
is the headstock. Every headstock is clamped onto the bed of the lathe machine, so that it does
not move when pushed or bumped. The headstock is responsible for rotating the spindle and
allowing your workpiece to be shaped. Within a headstock, you will find several bearings. Each
one of these bearings is used to rotate the tool bit you are using â€” a spindle, for example â€”
while also keeping the tool bit sturdy and secure. That way, your workpiece can be shaped and
fashioned in the manner that you prefer. These bearings. The tailstock is, in contrast to the
headstock, located at the back of a lathe machine. Every tailstock contains a large barrel that
cannot be turned or rotated. You cannot use this barrel to rotate a work piece or a tool bit. But,
what you can do is you can use the tailstock to hold a tool bit or support the work piece that
you are shaping. For certain tasks, a tailstock is necessary to hold the tool bit that you are
using in place. Since a tailstock is unable to rotate, the tool bit that you are using will remain
completely stationary. No matter what, as long as the tool bit is contained within the tailstock, it
will produce the same general effect every time that it is used, no matter the workpiece that you
are shaping. Most short and bulky workpieces do not require a tailstock. But, in contrast,
workpieces that are long and slim often benefit from being attached to a tailstock. Tailstocks
provide stability and prevent long and slim workpieces from bending or stretching. Right
between the headstock and tailstock, there is the carriage. A carriage, when used, allows the
tool bit to move across your workpiece in the exact manner that you require. Even though the
carriage is very important, it would be far less useful without the support of the headstock. The
headstock ensures that your tool bit can rotate, without being bumped around, and the carriage
ensures that your tool bit can shape your workpiece in the exact manner that you require. The
cross slide is a key lathe machine part that allows the tool bit you are using to move back and
forth in a straight line. Specific movements that allow your workpiece to be shaped are
performed by the carriage, but to get your tool bit where it needs to be for those movements to
be performed, the cross slide is necessary. Even though the cross slide performs these
movements, all of these movements would be impossible to make without the support of the

saddle. As a result of this, most lathe machines hold the saddle and cross slide right by each
other. At the top of every lathe machine, there is the saddle. Even though the saddle is separate
from the carriage, the carriage moves with the saddle and supports the cross slide movements
that are performed along the carriage. More: Looking for a comfortable, yet durable pair of work
pants? Read this article. The apron is directly attached to the saddle. Being attached directly to
the saddle allows the apron to hold all of the key components that the cross slide relies on.
Since the saddle, cross slide, and carriage all rely on the apron, it is one of the most important
lathe machine parts. Every facet of the apron is directly responsible for allowing you to shape
your workpiece in the manner that you desire. Just as the name suggests, the legs are lathe
machine parts that keep the lathe machine off of the ground. Keeping your lathe machine off of
the ground gives you an elevated space to work, which often makes shaping every workpiece a
far more pleasant experience. A lathe machine cannot rely on the type of legs that an office
desk or work table uses, however, since those legs are unable to support the tremendous
weight of a lathe machine. Because of this, lathe machines rely on large legs that are often
made of metal and mounted to the floor. Since these legs are made of metal, and mounted to the
floor, the lathe machine will remain immobile when pushed or bumped. This stability is very
important, as it ensures the machine remains completely secure and that you can operate
without risk of the machine being knocked over and hurting you or your work. Just about every
lathe machine, except when noted, uses the eight parts described above. All of those parts are
used to provide a versatile and effective manufacturing process. Due to these lathe machine
parts, lathe machines offer extraordinary versatility and durability. No matter what it is that you
need to manufacture, a lathe machine will always be the best tool to use. The versatility and
durability that they offer is unparalleled, allowing you to manufacture what you want, the way
that you want it, with ease and accuracy. Please follow the link we've just sent you to activate
the subscription. Woodworking Made Easy. Follow me. Share me. View original. What are the
Parts of a Lathe Machine? Jump to.. What is a Lathe Machine? What are the Different Parts of a
Lathe Machine? Cross Slide. This post first appeared on Woodworking Made Easy , please read
the originial post: here. Subscribe to Woodworking Made Easy Get updates delivered right to
your inbox! Thank you for your subscription Please follow the link we've just sent you to
activate the subscription. In this article we will study what is lathe machine â€” main parts,
operations and working. Almost every industry of manufacturing lathe machines is used. It is
used to perform various operations to give the desired shape and size to the job. If an
engineering student thinks of doing a job in any manufacturing industries, then he or she must
have a piece of great knowledge about the lathe machine. In this post, we will discuss the lathe
machine, its main parts, working principle, operations, advantages, and disadvantages with
diagram and video tutorial. A lathe is a machine tool which is used to rotate a workpiece to
perform various operations such as turning, facing, knurling, grooving etc. The function of a
lathe is to remove metal from a piece of work to give it a desired shape and size. In a lathe
machine, the workpiece rotates against the tool. The tool is used to remove material from the
workpiece. The direction of the motion of the tool is called a feed. It is present on the left-hand
side of the lathe. It holds the gear train, main spindle, chuck, gear speed control levers, and feed
controllers. It is aligned with the tailstock. The headstock is made up of cast iron. It is that part
of the lathe machine which is used to hold the workpiece. It is attached to the main spindle of
the headstock. It rotates with the spindle and also rotates the workpiece. In the lathe machine,
we generally use three-jaw or four-jaw check. The three jaw of the three jaw chuck is made to
move simultaneously but the jaws of the four jaw chuck moves independently. This part of the
lathe machine is used to hold cylindrical work piece within it. It is a hollow shaft on which the
chuck is mounted. It is used to select the direction of the feed i. Feed selector is present on the
headstock. It is present at the right-hand side of the lathe. It is used to provide supports to the
workpiece. It supports the workpiece from one end i. It is the main part of the lathe. All the parts
of the lathe are bolted on the bed. It comprises of headstock, tailstock, carriage guideways and
other parts. It is made of cast iron. Guideways are present on the bed. As its name indicates it is
used to guide the tailstock and carriage. The tailstock and carriage slide over the guideways. It
is an inverted V. The carriage is present in between the headstock and tailstock. It carries apron,
saddle, compound rest, cross slide and tool post. It has T-slot for holding the tool. The tool post
is bolted on the carriage. Cross slide is mounted on the saddle. It contains all the moving and
control mechanism of the carriage. Chip pan is used to collect the chips that are produced
during the lathe operation. It is present at the bottom of the lathe. It is the wheel that is operated
by hand to move the cross slide, carriage, tailstock and other parts that have handwheel. Types
of Lathe Machine â€” Mother of all Machines. It is the first operation that is done on the
workpiece. It is a machining operation that is done to produce flat surfaces at the ends of the
workpiece. This operation is performed by feeding the tool perpendicular to the axis of rotation

of the chuck. In turning operation, the excess material is removed from the surface of the
workpiece to produce a cylindrical surface of desired shape and size. During the turning
operation, the feed is moved along the axis of rotation of the chuck. It reduces the diameter of
the cylindrical workpiece. The process of removing material from hole of the workpiece is called
boring. Holes are bored with the help of single point cutting tool. It is the process of making
holes in the workpiece by the use of drills. The drill is held in the tailstock and the drilling
operation is done by advancing the drill in the workpiece by rotating the handle of the tailstock.
The process of enlarging the holes to accurate sizes is called reaming. Reaming is always
performed after drilling operation. It is similar to the drilling process. The reamer is held in the
tailstock to carry out reaming operation. The process of boring a hole to more than one
diameter on the same axis is called counterboring. This operation is performed by boring tool. It
is the process of making indentations recess or sharp depression on the border of a workpiece.
The knurling operation is done to provide a better grip to the job. It is performed by the knurling
tool. The knurling tool is pressed against the job to perform the knurling operation. Chamfering
is the process of beveling the extreme ends of a workpiece. It is done in order to remove the
burrs, to protect the end of the workpiece from being damaged and to have a better look. It is
the process of cutting a workpiece after it has been machined to the required shape and size.
The process of creating a narrow slot on the workpiece is called grooving. It is also known as
recessing or necking. It is process in which a convex, concave or any irregular surface is
formed on the workpiece with the help of a forming tool. Forming tool having the required shape
is used to perform forming operation. It is the process in which a conical shape is produced on
the workpiece. During taper turning the feed is set at an angle to the workpiece. In the
undercutting operation, we enlarge the diameter if done internally and decrease the diameter if
done externally. It is done at the end of the hole, near the stepped shoulder of a cylindrical
surface and at the end of a threaded portion in the blot. It is a turning operation in which turning
is performed at a different axis on a single setting of a job. This method of turning is generally
used to produce crankshafts and camshafts. For the working of the lathe machine must watch
the video given below. It is lengthy but very useful. Pankaj Mishra is a blogger by passion and
Mechanical Engineer by profession. He has completed his B. Tech degree in mechanical
engineering in the year He loves to share his knowledge and help others. Your email address
will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I
comment. Skip to content. Manufacturing Process. Spread the love. Table of Contents. In this
article we have learned about what is lathe machine â€” main parts, operations and working. If
you find anything missing or incorrect than comment us. Related Posts: What is Mechanical
Engineering? What is Heat Exchanger? What is Mechatronics and Mechatronics Engineering?
You May Also Like. What is Annealing Process and Why it is done? August 28, June 25, Pankaj
Mishra 0. What is Induction Heating? October 10, July 9, Pankaj Mishra 0. Reply Leave a Reply
Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. In this article of Lathe, we will learn
almost everything about the Lathe, like The definition, introduction, parts, specification,
Applications, Operations, Interview Questions, and, working principle of the lathe machine.
After reading this detailed article you will be able to understand everything about the Lathe
machine. You will be able to download the lathe machine PDF with all parts and functions at the
end of this article. The lathe machine can be considered the Mother of all tools. David Wilkinson
was the inventor of the Lathe machine. He invented the Lathe machine in 19 century. In the early
stage of Lathe, it was not advanced and almost can be able to perform limited operations, but as
time passed, It developed to an Advanced Lathe machine. A machine tool that allows the
removal of metal from the cylindrical work-piece to get the desired shape is called Lathe
Machine. The working principle of the Lathe is straightforward. A cylindrical workpiece rotates
in the Chuck of the machine and a single-point cutting tool applied on it to get any desired
shape of that workpiece. The rotation of Chuck can be a clock or anti-clockwise. The headstock
is an essential part of a lathe which have power transmission system and prime mover. The
carriage is an important part of machining the workpiece. The saddle is fitted on the outer ways.
The movement can be manual or automatic. It helps in supporting the tool post and holding the
cutting tool at different angles. Compound rest is very important for taper turning and boring for
short lengths. Cross slide is located on the top of the saddle. Cross slide helps to move the
cutting tool along with bed-ways at the right angle. The tool post is fitted on the top of the
compound rest by the help of a T-slot. The tool post is used for holding the different types of
tool holders or cutting tools. Mostly standard lathes have Lead Screw. When thread cutting is
required in Lathe we use Lead Screw. Feed Rod is used for automatic feed while turning or
machining. By the help of feed, rod carriage can move from right to left and left to the right side.
Basically Chuck is used to holding the workpiece. Before starting any operation at the lathe tool
machine, we need to hold the workpiece in the chuck. Turning is a very simple operation in the

lathe. We use Turning operation to reduce the outer diameter of a cylindrical workpiece. There
can be different types of turning operations , some turning operations are described below;.
Facing operation is necessary for the smoothness of the end of the workpiece. We can reduce
the length of the workpiece by using Facing operation in the Lathe. When we need to machine
the lengthy workpiece, we do centering operation on the job. With the help of this operation, we
can reduce the sagging of the workpiece by providing support via the tailstock. Knurling
operation is done with the help of the Knurling tool. When we required a rough surface on the
workpiece we do Knurling on it. This operation helps in effective gripping. If we need to remove
burrs etc we use Chamfering operation. With the help of this operation, we can make a
better-looking workpiece. Spinning is a chipless machining operation in the lathe. In this
process, a workpiece is held between the headstock and tailstock, and the former tool is applied
to it. The spinning process is almost the same as Forming. Thread cutting or threading is an
operation in which threads can be cut by using a simple single-point cutting tool. Threading can
mostly be performed at Nuts, bolts, and Nipples. If enlargement of the existing hole is required
we use Boring operation to enlarge the hole. Boring operation is done with the help of a Boring
tool. The boring tool remains stationary and it just feeds towards the hole same as Drilling
Operation in the Lathe. Reaming operations can be done with the help of a Reaming tool. If we
need to resize or finish the existing drill hole we can do this operation. When we need an
internal thread we use Tapping operation with the help of a Tap. Tapping can be done in an
existing hole. We can make a hole with the help of drilling operations by using a drill bit. We
mount the drill bit at the tailstock and give feed towards the job with the help of hand. Lathe
Machine Time to read: 17 minutes Lathe machine has great importance in the field of
Mechanical Engineering. We will categorize this article about lathe tool as mentioned below;.
Lathe Machine Introduction. Working principle of a lathe Machine. Schematic Diagram of Lathe
Machine. Specification of Lathe machine. Applications of Lathe Machine. Lathe Machine
Interview Questions and Answers. Turning Operation: Turning is a very simple operation in the
lathe. There can be different types of turning operations , some turning operations are
described below; Straight turning Finish turning Shoulder turning Eccentric turning Taper
turning Rough turning. Facing Operation: Facing operation is necessary for the smoothness of
the end of the workpiece. Centering Operation: When we need to machine the lengthy
workpiece, we do centering operation on the job. Knurling Operation: Knurling operation is
done with the help of the Knurling tool. Chamfering Operation: If we need to remove burrs etc
we use Chamfering operation. A Parting off tool is used to cut off the bar. The parting off tool
fed into the bar slowly. Spinning Operation: Spinning is a chipless machining operation in the
lathe. Thread Cutting: Thread cutting or threading is an operation in which threads can be cut
by using a simple single-point cutting tool. Boring Operation: If enlargement of the existing hole
is required we use Boring operation to enlarge the hole. Reaming Operation: Reaming
operations can be done with the help of a Reaming tool. The Reamer tool is fitted on the
tailstock, the same as the drilling operation. Tapping operation: When we need an internal
thread we use Tapping operation with the help of a Tap. We need to follow the standard
dimension of drill before starting tapping. Drilling Operation: We can make a hole with the help
of drilling operations by using a drill bit. Sharing is Caring, Share with Your Fellows! Lathe
Machine is a Production Machine tool. The Lathe was invented by Jacques de Vaucanson
around 1. The Lathe Machine is an ancient tool. At the very early stage this machine was
developed around BC at that time there was not developed so many parts expect headstock and
Tailstock. But during the industrial revolution Metalworking lathe evolved into heavier machines
with thicker, more rigid parts. Then in , the servomechanism is applied to control lathe and
other machine tools by numeric, Direct numerical control machine. The Lathe is the most
versatile machine tool among all standard of the machine tool. Nowadays the manually
controlled machine exists like a CNC machine and even do with the help of feed mechanism the
lathe machine operates manually. A lathe machine is a machine tool that is used to remove
metals from a workpiece to give a desired shape and size. Lathe Machines are used in
metalworking, woodturning, metal spinning, thermal spraying, glass working, and parts
reclamation. The various other operations that you can perform with the help of Lathe Machine
can include sanding, cutting, knurling, drilling, and deformation of tools that are employed in
creating objects which have symmetry about the axis of rotation. There are several components
of a lathe , later on, I discuss the most important Parts of Lathe with their function. It is also
known as the father of all standard machine tools. The function of Lathe is to remove the metal
in the form of chips from a piece of work by mounting the same rigidly on a machine spindle
and revolving at the required speed and the cutting tool is fed against the work either
longitudinally or crosswise to make the work to the required shape and size. So what are the
Parts of a Lathe machine? A lathe machine tool consists of several parts like:. Head Stock is

situated at the left side of the lathe bed and it is the house of the driving mechanism and
electrical mechanism of a Lathe machine tool. A separate speed change gearbox is placed
below headstock to reduce the speed in order to have different feed rates for threading and
automatic lateral movement of the carriage. The feed rod is used for most turning operation and
the lead screw is used for thread cutting operation. It is the base of the lathe machine. It is made
of single piece casting of Semi-steel Chilled Cast Iron. The bed consists of two heavy metal
slides running lengthwise, with ways or 'V' formed upon them and rigidly supported with cross
girths. The carriage is used for support, guide and feed the tool against the job when the
machining is done. Generally, it is made up of 'H' shaped casting and it has a 'V' guide and a flat
guide for mounting it on the lathe bed guideways. It is assembled on the top of the saddle. The
top surface of the cross-slide is provided with T-slot. It supports the tool post and cutting tool in
its various positions. It can be swiveled at any desired position in the horizontal plane. It is
necessary for turning angles and boring short tapers. It is the topmost portion of the carriage
and it is used to hold various cutting tools or tool holders. An apron is a house of the feed
mechanism. It is fastened to the saddle and hangover in front of the bed. A lead screw is also
known as a power screw or a translation screw. It converts rotational motion to linear motion.
Lead Screw is used for Thread Cutting operation in a lathe machine tool. Feed rod is used to
move the carriage from the left side to the right side and also from the right side to the left side.
Legs are carrying an entire load of a lathe machine tool and transfer to the ground. The legs are
firmly secured to the floor by the foundation bolt. Lathe machine tool which is used for
removing the excess material from the workpiece to give required shape and size to the
workpiece. So how many types of Lathe Machine are there? Lathe machine has been
categorized into the following types :. We are going to study each and every important point of
these 8 different types of lathe machines. Center or Engine Lathe Machine is the most widely
used lathe machine and still, it is, in every workshop, this machine is present. The operation like
Turning, facing, grooving, Knurling, threading and more, such operations are performed on this
type of machine. Engine lathe machine has all the parts such as bed, Saddle, headstock, and
tailstock, etc. The headstock of an engine lathe is rigid and tailstock is moveable which is
further used to support an operation like knurling. It can easily feed the cutting tool in both
directions i. Center Lathe machines are driven by the gear mechanism or pulley mechanism. It
has three types of driven mechanisms, and those are Belt-driven, Motor-driven, Gearhead type.
Speed lathe is also called as Wood Lathe. The headstock spindle is rotating at a very high
speed. The parts having like headstock, tailstock, but it's not having feed mechanism like center
or engine lathe having. The feed we provide is manually operated. The capstan and turret lathe
machine used for Mass production large Quantity and it is a modified version of the engine
lathe machine. This machine is used where their sequence of operation is performed on the
workpiece, there is no alternative operation performed on this machine. These machines
provided by hexagonal turret head instead of the tailstock in which multiple operations Turning,
facing, boring, reaming performed in a sequence without changing its tool manually, after each
operation the turret rotated. The main advantage of using capstan and turret lathe is even less
skilled operators can do a job. The parts are almost the same similar to engine lathe machine
but the parts are built very accurately and should be arranged in proper sequence because this
lathe is used for highly precious work with very fewer tolerances. It is mainly used in grindings,
working on the tool, dies gauges and in machining work where accuracy is needed. This type of
lathe machine is small in size and use for very small precision work. It has all the similar parts
of engine lathe and speed lathe. Standard lathes have some drawbacks i. But automatic lathes
are used for mass production. Some mechanisms are responsible for the automation in it.
Having this machine the main advantage is that a single operator can handle machines more
than 4 to 5 machines at a time. Some examples of special lathes include Vertical lathes, Wheel
lathes, T-lathe, Multi Spindle lathes, Production lathes, Duplicate or tracer lathes , etc. Wheel
lathe is used for machining of journals and rail rods. It is also used for turning the threads on
locomotive wheels. The axis of the lathe bed is at right angles to the axis of the headstock
spindle in the form of a T. This is widely used as a lathe in the present time because of its fast
and accurate working. It is one of the most advanced types. It uses computer programs to
control the machine tool. Once the program is fed into the computer as per the program it starts
operation with very high speed and accuracy. Even do preplanned programmed machine is
there in which once code is set for the various operations it can starts operation without
changing code in the next time. These types of lathes are also used for mass production like
capstan and turret but there is no programmed fed system. Before continuing any operation in
lathe we have to load the job and center it on the head-stock spindle. In lathe operations , the
headstock spindle holds the job and it rotates with the same speed as the spindle. The carriage
holding the tool on the tool post, also the carriage gives the tool post moves longitudinally or

crosswise direction to give the desired feed on the job. These two motions longitudinally and
crosswise helps to remove the chips of the metal and giving the proper shape of the job. It is
tough to mentioned which operations are not performed in a lathe machine tool, though we
discuss some important lathe operations in detail. We use this operation for producing a
conical hole in the face of the job to make the bearing support of the lathe center when the job
is to hold between two centers. Head-stock and Tail-stock. Facing operation is for making the
ends of the job to produce a smooth flat surface with the axis of operation or a certain length of
a job. The operation by which we remove the excess material from the workpiece to produce a
cone-shaped or a cylindrical surface. This operation is done to produce a cylindrical surface by
removing excess material from the workpiece. A shoulder turning is called which has a different
diameter to form a step from one diameter to another. It is a process of removal of excess
material from the workpiece in minimum time by applying a high rate of feed and heavy depth of
cut. The finish turning operation needs high cutting speed, minimum feed and a very small
depth of cut to generate the smooth surface. In finish turning the depth of cut is around 0. A
taper is defined as a uniform decrease or increase in the diameter of a workpiece along with its
length. The operation by which a conical surface of the gradual reduction in diameter from a
cylindrical workpiece is produced is called taper turning. Any increase in the length of taper will
require the use of a wider cutting edge which may destroy the workpiece due to the vibration
and spoil the workpiece. Job is held between the centers. The length of the workpiece will be
long enough. An only a small taper on a long job is done by this process. Chamfering is used
for beveling the end of a job to remove burrs, to look better, to make a passage of the nut into
the bolt. Knurling tool is held rigidly on the tool post and pressed against the rotating job so
that leaving the exact facsimile of the tool on the surface of the job. It is the operation that is
used to produce a helical groove on a cylindrical or conical surface by feeding the tool
longitudinally when the job revolved between the two centers. The tool should be set exactly to
the height of the centerline of the job and at 90 degrees to the job. In this operation, the job is
rotated at the turning speed on the lathe axis and the drilling tool fitted on the tail-stock spindle.
And the tail-stock is moved towards the job by hand feed. In this operation, we can enlarge the
diameter of the existing hole on a job by turning inside with some farm tool known as a boring
tool. Reaming is the operation for sizing or finishing a drilled hole to the required size by a tool
called reamer. In this operation, the job of this sheet metal is held between the former and the
tail-stock center rotates at high speed with the former. So the job is taken exactly the shape of
the former. In this operation a bar type job is held on a chuck, rotates at turning speed, a parting
off tool is fed into the job slowly until the tool reaches the center of the job. I also wrote an
article on Milling Machine: Definition, Parts, Types, Operations and drilling machine you may
check that too. Hey, now I want to hear from you. I hope you understand the definition, parts,
types, operations, and specifications of a lathe machine. In case you wanna read this type of
article on the Shaper machine you can check this article for that " Shaper Machine: Definition,
Parts, Types, and Operations ", also you can find you desired topic on this page: Manufacturing
Technology , here you can find all the articles on Manufacture technology. If you have any
queries or doubts about the lathe machine tool, you can ask me in the comment section and
also you can join our facebook group. I will love to hear from you and glad to help you. Till then
enjoy rest your day. A lathe is a versatile machine tool, you can perform almost any operations
but in general, we use the lathe for turning, facing, chamfering, learning, thread cutting, drilling,
boring, reaming, etc. David Wilkinson, a US-based mechanical engineer in the early 19 century
invented lathe machine tools. There generally 4- types of taper turning method, those are taper
turning by form tool, by swiveling the compound rest, tail-stock set over method and taper
turning attachment. There are 6- types of turning and those are straight turnings, shoulder
turning, rough turning, finish turning, taper turning, eccentric turning. Yes, it is. Otherwise, your
alignment will be wrong, and the job, as well as tool, maybe wear out. In this article, I will be
going to give you an in-depth overview of the Quick Return Motion Mechanism. So let's get
started! In this article, I'm going to show you the categorization of an Automobile vehicle. So
without further ado let's get started. Classification of Automobile: Automobiles can be classified
in sevaral ways based on their nature, behaviour, load capacity, design, and more. I have
mentioned below some the most important categorization of Automobile. Based on the [â€¦].
Today in this article, we will discuss about the elements of a steam condensing plant and will
observe what is the purpose of the individual parts in a steam condensing plat. So let's start
with the definition of Steam Condenser. Who We Are? Click anywhere to exit. Amrit Kumar.
Reading Time: 14 minutes. Table of Contents show. Engine Lathe Image courtesy: IndiaMart.
Speed Lathe Image courtesy: Indiamart. Toolroom lathe Image courtesy: IndiaMart. Bench Lathe
Image courtesy: IndiaMart. Automatic lathe Image courtesy: Indiamart. What are the different
types of lathe operations? Who invented lathe? What are the different types of taper turning

methods in Lathe? What are the different types of turning? Can I perform drilling operations in a
lathe? Yes, of course. You can perform drilling as well as reaming, boring operations using
tailstock. Is it necessary to do centering operation before performing any operation in lathe?
Join Us on Telegram. Was this post helpful? Let us know if you liked the post. Yes Mechanical
Engineer. I'm Proud to be a Mechanical Engineer! Elements or Components of Steam
Condensing Plant [Notes with PDF] Today in this article, we will discuss about the elements of a
steam condensing plant and will observe what is the purpose of the individual parts in a steam
condensing plat. Generic selectors. Exact matches only. Search in title. Search in content.
Search in excerpt. Search in posts. Search in pages. It is a free resource site for Mechanical
Engineering aspirants. Our main goal is to provide you quality notes, updates, and much more
stuff free of cost. If you're into design, go and check them out. Quick Links Who We Are? Get In
Touch. Lathe Machine is used in all the engineering applications and also in the college
Workshops. Lathe Machine is a machine tool that uses a cutting tool for removing the material
from the surface of the workpiece which is held in the chuck for holding the workpiece and feed
was provided by the tool on to the workpiece for the removal of material. It is the most versatile
and widely used machine in industries, institutions, etc. Now lets discuss the parts of lathe
machine along with its accessories with the help of a Line diagram. Grey C. I: It is used for
manufacturing of bed of the machine because it has high damping qualities and rigid qualities.
The shape of the bed is selected such that the reduction in the rigidity of machine tool should
be minimum and it should provide the maximum amount of the space. The headstock is acting
as a house for keeping some of the parts like transmission system, Prime mover, etc. It is used
in thread cutting operation for reducing multiples start of the thread with multiple cuts. Split nut
with the lead screw will be used for converting rotational movement into linear movement. In
general, the axis of the Dead Centre will be coinciding with the axis of the spindle or chuck but
sometimes to perform the taper turning operation, the dead center can be absent by moving the
tailstock in the transverse direction. It is a small lathe machine which is mounted on the
workbench that has all the parts of speed lathe and engine lathe. As the name speed indicates
that the headstock spindle is rotating with high speed. It is mainly used in die gauges,
grindings, working on the tool where high accuracy is maintained. Instead of Tailstock, these
machines are provided by hexagonal turret head in which multiple operations can be performed
without changing the tool in a sequence. This type of Center lathe machine was the basic
machine and it will be used in many of the workshops too. Various types of lathe operations can
be performed on this machine like turning, taper turning, grooving, threading, knurling etc. To
do any operation on the lathe machine, the headstock is fixed and the tailstock can be movable
depending upon the workpiece. If the workpiece is small then there is no need of Tailstock and
if the workpiece is large, then only there is a need of it to support the workpiece. As the name
indicates that it works its operations automatically, that is there is no need of operator during
the performance of experiment. Depending upon the operation, it can changes its tool
automatically and there is no need to change the tool one operation after the other manually.
Due to this automatic machines, a single operator can handles more than one machine
effectievely. As the name indicates that it is a Special Purpose lathe, which means that it can
perform only special operations which are not performed by standard machines. Some of the
special purpose lathes include Wheel lathes, Multi Spindle lathes, Vertical lathes, T-lathe, Tracer
lathes, etc. The components produced by the CNC lathe are having high dimensional accuracy.
No manual operators are required. Just a program is written in the form of G-Codes and
M-Codes to run various operations on the components. These are the various types of Lathe
machines. Now lets see the working principle of it in a detailed way. The basic function of the
Lathe machine is to remove the material from the surface of the workpiece by the usage of
cutting tools providing the necessary amount of feed and this can be done by placing the
workpiece in the chuck which rotates with the help of a motor. The headstock consists of a
Power transmission system where the action will be provided by engaging with suitable levers.
It also consists of a chuck where it can hold the workpiece firmly. The tool is placed in the
Toolpost and is perpendicular to the workpiece for removing the material from the
circumference of the workpiece such that the diameter can be reduced. When the power supply
is given, the chuck starts rotating with the help of a power transmission system and the
workpiece placed inside the chuck also rotates. With respect to the workpiece, the Tailstock is
used. Now w. For Turning operation , the workpiece and the tool are perpendicular to each other
whereas, in the Taper turning operation , the tool and the workpiece are inclined to each other.
In this way, by giving the necessary amount of feed, material removal takes place. The speed
can be increased by the levers in the Headstock by changing them w. The lathe machine can be
performed Manually or Automatically. In small scale industries , we can go with manual
operation whereas, in large scale industries, CNC machines are used where they can run

automatically with the help of the program. The operations which are performed on the lathe
machine are called lathe operations and are as follows. The process of removing material from
the circumference of the workpiece is called Turning Operation. If the material is removed in
terms of steps from the surface of the workpiece then it is called a Step turning operation. The
turning operation used for reducing the length of the component by removing the material from
the face of the workpiece called a face turning operation. The turning operation used for
producing the threads on the surface of components is called as thread cutting operation. It is
an inter turning operation used for enlarging the existing hole by some amount called boring
operation. Reaming is similar to drilling operation used for removing a small amount of material
for sizing and finishing of the hole to get exact dimensions. The maximum size of the hole
produced by using in stages method of drilling operation is up to 50 mm only. It is the operation
of producing large size holes without drilling operation called the Trepanning. Making the
surface of the hole flat and Square for the proper sitting of the bolt head or nut is called Spot
facing Operation. It is a pattern of straight, crossed or angled lines on the surface of the tool
which is pressed against the workpiece such that it can forms an impression on the surface of
workpiece. The holding of the workpiece will be better by this operation. These are the different
lathe Operations performed on the lathe machine with high dedication and accuracy. The Lathe
is a machine tool which is used to do various operations such as turning, taper turning,
knurling, threading, grooving etc. Under Counter Lathe Machine, Rs. The cutting tool is
generally made from HSS High-Speed Steel, an alloy of iron with chromium, tungsten,
vanadium, and carbon. Your email address will not be published. Notify me when new
comments are added. So let's get started. Definition of Shaper Machine: Shaper Machine is
used toâ€¦. So, Let's start this session with the definition of Planer Machine. What isâ€¦. Drilling
Machine: Definition, Types, Parts, Working Principle, Operations, Advantages, Disadvantages,
Applications [PDF] In the last class, we had discussed the Milling Machine and its operations in
a detailed way whereas, in today's article, we will discuss the concepts of Drilling Machining
along with its parts, working principle advantages, disadvantages, and applications. Topics of
Today. Speed Lathe. Image Courtesy: Indiamart. Center lathe or engine lathe in industry, Image
Courtesy:IndiaMart. What is the use of Lead Screw in Lathe machine? It is used for converting
rotational movement into linear movement. How do lathe machines work? How much does a
lathe machine cost? What are types of lathe machine? What are the parts of Lathe Machine?
Which tool is used in lathe machine? Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. What isâ€¦ Drilling Machine: Definition, Types, Parts, Working Principle, Operations,
Advantages, Disadvantages, Applications [PDF] In the last class, we had discussed the Milling
Machine and its operations in a detailed way whereas, in today's article, we will discuss the
concepts of Drilling Machining along with its parts, working principle advantages,
disadvantages, and applications. The related posts above were algorithmically generated,
thanks to Contextual Related Posts. The lathe is the simplest of all the metalworking machines.
Have you ever wondered how those symmetrically looking shiny components inside your
Scooter, Motorbike, and Food Processor are manufactured? The principle of your Lathe
Machine is to turn or rotate the work-piece on a horizontal axis and cut the material with a
cutting tool to generate an external surface called Outside diameter OD and an internal surface
called an inside-diameter ID or bore. Your work-pieces can be a bar stock, forging, or casting.
You can select different cutting speeds and feeds for turning different materials. Your Lathe
Machine is also known as an Engine Lathe since it was driven by a steam engine in its initial
days. Major specifications of your lathe are, the maximum distance between the live and dead
center and the height of the center over the guideways and carriage. Now it is time for us to
continue our exploration and gain some knowledge about the different types of Lathe Machines
and their utility, pros and cons. Here is the list of 12 common types of lathes that are most
widely used in wood and metal working industries. Wood Turning Lathe. Vertical Turret Lathes.
Speed Lathe. Special Purpose Lathes. Well, you can do all these and more on a Wood Turning
Lathe. Your Wood Turning Lathe comes with a headstock with motor and a drive system,
spindle with chuck, tool rest to support handheld tools, and tailstock, all mounted on a bed or
base. Both tabletop and base mounted machines are available for you. You will have 5 to 6
simple tools for doing the turning, facing, boring, parting, grooving, and beading. You should
develop good skills to use these hand tools. Sandpaper is used on the rotating work-piece to
improve surface finish. You can use Wood Turning Lathe in foundry pattern shop, house hold
items, toys and to implement creative ideas in your mind. Pros: Your Wood Turning Lathe is
productive. Cons: Your investment can be idle if you cannot use it profitably. Speed Lathe Your
Speed Lathe has the same features as Wood Turning Lathe, but it is sturdier, has 2 or 3 spindle
speeds from to rpm and tool post mounted on the adjustable slide to give feeds manually. Your
depth of cut will be small resulting in good finish. You can turn wood or metal components and

do spinning. Pros: You will be able to do fast and good quality jobs on your Speed Lathe. Cons:
Lack of planning and skill to use this machine may put you back in business. Centre Lathe or
Engine Lathe Your Centre Lathe has all the parts described above and you can turn
outside-diameter, bore, facing, centering, taper turning, threading, knurling etc. You can mount
drills, taps, and reamers on the tailstock and do drilling, reaming, and tapping. The rigid
construction and spindle speeds allow you to give heavy cuts. You can use attachments like
tool post grinder, copying, and milling; and study rest and tailstock for supporting lengthy jobs.
Pros: Your Centre Lathe is a very versatile machine. Cons: Your Centre Lathe is slow and not
suitable for mass production. You can close the gap with the given insert. Pros: Your Gap Bed
Lathe helps you to do higher diameter components and regular components. However, when
you start using it you will understand that the Tool Room Lathe is built with higher precision
and increased range of speeds, gear ratios, and feeds for smooth operation and to cut threads
in inch, metric and other systems. You use your Tool Room Lathe, installed under a controlled
ambiance, for producing components of cutting tools, dies, gauges, jigs, fixtures, and precision
parts. Pros: versatility and precision are the trump points of your Tool Room Lathe. It weighs
approximately Kgs and you can mount it on a work table or on its own base. You can use the
Bench Lathe in Automobile service Centre, village workshop, repair shops and also as a
hobbyist. Pros: Having a Bench Lathe in your service centre helps you to meet your
commitments. Cons: Investment can be deferred if you have a reliable out-sourcing facility.
Hollow Spindle Lathe Your Hollow Spindle Lathe is a Centre Lathe, however, it has a spindle
with comparatively larger bore facilitating loading of long tubular work pieces through the bore
and you can turn the ends without the necessity of long beds. Pros: Your Hollow Spindle Lathe
makes your work faster. Cons: Be sure of your work flow before committing additional
investment. Turret Lathes and Capstan Lathes For mass and repetitive production, you choose
a productive machine such as a Turret or Capstan Lathe. In your Turret Lathe the tailstock is
replaced by a hexagonal turret which holds six end working tools that can be indexed and
moved on the saddle along the spindle axis. You have your standard tool post with turning tools
mounted on the movable tool post slide of the carriage. You use the feed rod to move the
carriage or turret under power. The construction is robust, allows you to use heavy cuts and the
chuck has power jaws. You can do turning with the tool post tool and simultaneously do drilling
using the drill on the turret head. The Turret Lathe is tooled up and maybe semi-automated and
you need not be highly skilled to operate it. Your Capstan Lathe has the features of the Turret
Lathe, but there are major differences, viz. Capstan Lathe is faster due to its light construction
and it is designed for turning small work-pieces held in collets. You can only give a small depth
of cuts. The capstan head of your lathe is mounted on a ram fixed on the saddle and you can
feed the tool by moving the ram. Pros: Your Turret and Capstan lathes are productive machines.
Cons: Due to large number of components, wear and tear is more. You can move the turret head
in two directions and do turning, boring and facing. You can clamp the work-piece on the
circular table on four-jaw chuck or clamps. You can use the side tool for turning outside
diameter. Pros: A vertical turret lathe is a versatile machine. Special Purpose Lathes You need
Special Purpose Lathes for components like a tiny watch component, an asymmetrical item like
a crankshaft, or a typical item like a rail carriage wheel-set. The Jeweller Lathe is small enough
to hold in your hand; however, for convenience, you mount it on a table. Your Jeweller Lathe
has a headstock spindle with chuck or collet and driven by motor and pulley; tailstock and a
tool rest for the hand tool. You must have the skill to use your hand tool to turn metallic and
non-metallic workpieces. Your Jeweller Lathe is also known as Watchmaker Lathe since you
can use it to turn watch spare parts. Pros: You can work on the machine and improve your
earning. Cons: It will add to your cost if you need to hire a person to work on the machine.
Crankshaft Turning Lathe You observe that a crankshaft has its main journal diameters on one
axis and the connecting rod journal diameters on a different axis. However, for turning the
connecting rod journal diameters, you will use a fixture on the lathe to bring its axis in line with
spindle axis. Pros: If you can generate work flow this can be a good investment. Cons: You
have to compete with units who use latest technology where multi-point cutters are used on
high-tech machines. You use a Wheel Lathe for machining the forged wheel set of a rail-coach
due to its typical construction. They are huge in size and allow you to mount the wheel set
between the chuck and the tailstock. Pros: Cost of your Wheel Lathe is lower than automated
Lathes and can do the same job. You can use them to turn shafts with multi diameter steps and
the turning will be fast and accurate since the turning profile is copied from the master to the
work-piece by hydraulic mode. Pros: Your Copying lathe is good for mass production. Cons:
You need to justify your higher investment. Automatic Lathes Your Automatic Lathe can be
single or multi spindles and with provision for bar feed or chuck. You can do complete
sequence of operations, including change of speeds and feed, tool movement, turret movement

and bar feed automatically by means of a set of cams or limit switches. Simultaneous multi-tool
operation is a common feature in your machine. Your Multi Spindle Automatic is similar to a
Single Spindle Automatic, but more sophisticated since more than one work-piece normally 6 or
8 are machined simultaneously. Pros: Your Automatic Lathes are highly productive. Cons: Wear
and tear is more due to more mechanical parts and tool set-up time is high. Your CNC Lathe is
good to go, once you establish a trial component, and will run automatically without needing
much of your attention. The CNC system on your lathe has closed-loop feedback and monitors
the program continuously in real-time and implements corrections to ensure repetitive mass
production of components. Your CNC Lathe can be of two or more axes and horizontal or
vertical configuration. Cons: Your investment is very high and you have to be very sure before
investing. Conclusion: Your Centre Lathe is a very versatile machine and known as the mother
of all other Machine Tools. Even with all the advancements in technology, you may still need
your Centre Lathe when you quickly need a single or small batch of components. Menu About
Privacy Policy. Contents What is a Lathe Machine? Lathe Diagram â€” How it Works? Wood
Turning Lathe 2. Speed Lathe 3. Centre Lathe or Engine Lathe 4. Gap Bed Lathes 5. Tool Room
Lathe 6. Bench Lathe 7. Hollow Spindle Lathe 8. Turret Lathes and Capstan Lathes 9. Automatic
Lathes CNC Lathe. Crankshaft Turning Lathe. Wheel Lathe Copy Lathe 3. Centre Lathe or
Engine Lathe. Gap Bed Lathe 5. Tool Room Lathe. Bench Lathe. Hollow Spindle Lathe.
Automatic Lathes. Turret and Capstan Lathes. CNC Lathes. Wheel Lathe Copy Lathe. With this
information, you can look up replacement parts by your specific machine make and model and
find individual replacement parts by their drawing number in the manual. For many older
machines we have re-mastered hard-to-read drawings and these drawings are available via a
link on the search results page. Can't find replacement parts for your old lathe? Does your lathe
manufacturer no long support your machine or carry the gears, lead screws, or controllers?
Chances are we do! And once you've found all the parts to bring your lathe back to top quality,
check out our wide selection of tooling, accessories, and conversion and upgrade kits. Don't
see your lathe in the table below? To find parts for other brands, identify a machine in the table
that is like your machine. While it is likely that the parts are interchangeable, to be sure, simply
email a link to your model on an internet site and we will tell you which machine is compatible
with your model. How to identify a SIEG lathe. Time for an upgrade? Check out our HiTorque
Lathes for best-in-class features at an affordable price. A lathe machine is a mechanical device
in which the workpiece is rotated against a suitable cutting tool for producing cylindrical forms
in the metal, wood or any other machinable material. Figure 3: Various machining operations
that can be performed on a lathe. I love this blog.. Sirâ€¦i need all these posts at my gmailâ€¦. I
used one to work on a baseball bat. It was actually really fun and it helped me to understand
how the lathe actually worked. I wonder if these lathes are mostly automatic because standing
at one took a lot of time to cut everything down to the right size. Sir i am Milan an
undergraduate student of mechanical engineering branch. This blog is very useful for our
exams. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed.
Manufacturing Share on Facebook. Figure 1: Lathe machine. Figure 2: Lathe machine parts
labeled. New Posts. Gas Laws. Selection of an Appropriate Factor of Safety. Related Posts.
Safety Recommendations for Gas Welding. Previous Article Machinability of Nonferrous Metals.
Next Article Different Types of Coal. All Comments. I want to be a very good Engineer. Please
Support me. I want to be a be good engineer please help me. Please explain drilling of job.
Leave a Reply Cancel reply. So here we will explain what it is, how to use and their parts. The
removal of material from metal is called Machining, and the process usually happens in a
machine shop that has special equipment. The headstock is fixed on the machine and it
consists of many pulleys, lever, spindle, chuck, and gear box. The spindle is in the head box
which rotates a shaft which is connected to the chuck. This chuck holds a work piece, so the
work pieces also rotate. Gear box: The gear box is in the head stock which rotates the chuck at
different speeds. Chuck: Chuck is used for mounting of metal pieces which are not round shape
while having a triangular or square shape. Tailstock: The tailstock is a moveable part and could
be locked. It consists of a barrel that can move forward and backward. Barrel consists of a Dead
Centre which is used to support a work piece. Carriage: The carriage is also a movable part
which moves on bed ways. It moves on left and right. It consists of the saddle, cross slide,
compound rest, top slide or tool post and the apron. It is used as mounting and for the position
of tool post. Saddle: The saddle has H shaped. It is on the carriage which helps cross slide to
move back and forth on the machine. Cross slide: Cross slide is on the carriage and moves on
the saddle. It moves back and forth to give depth of cut to the metal specimen by using hand
wheel. Compound rest: Compound slide is on the cross slide which can rotate. It gives support
to tool post. It is used in taper turning by giving an angle. Tool post: Tool post is
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on the compound rest and used to clamp the cutting tool. Apron: The apron is on the front of
the saddle which has hand wheel and levers. It is used to control the movement of carriage on
the bed. Bed: The bed is the main part of the machine which is fixed. It gives support to all parts
of machine like Head stock, Tail stock, Carriage etc. Way: Way is machined on bed which is
actually the rail and provide the movement to tailstock and carriage. Lead screw: It is a long
threaded rod on the bed which provides an automatic feed to carriage from head stock to tail
stock. It is used for giving threads to the work piece. Log in to leave a comment. Sign in. Log
into your account. Password recovery. Tuesday, February 23, Forgot your password? Get help.
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